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CMCC is the largest mobile communication corporation in China, which came 
into the market in 2000. Since then, CMCC set up a new management philosophy 
with its core view of “working with high responsibility and keeping rolling till 
perfect”. As an important part of CMCC’s inside control, inside audit plays a key and 
special role in CMCC’s running management process. As competition is becoming 
more and more fierce both in domestic and oversea environment, with higher 
supervision requirement of international capital market and with overall risk 
management requirement of SASAC, CMCC actively carried out a lot of practice 
activity of inside risk audit, inside control and risk management.   
Inside audit plays positive role in business development and refined management 
in the corporation. However, with continuous adjustment of CMCC’s management 
system, there are more and more questions, including that orientation of inside audit is 
not clear, the effort of audit is not enough, the technical means of audit is disadvanced, 
the audit team is weak, the follow-up audit questions are not emphasized, which 
influences the audit function. While with fulfilling of corporation flow reorganization, 
management centralization and OA, there are more challenges for inside audit. With 
basic theory of inside audit and actual status of CMCC, this article analyzes the 
present status and problems of CMCC’s inside audit in detail, and presents a series of 
ideas and methods to improve inside audit, including redefining, widening content, 
innovating method, improving the quality of inside audit team, in order to improve 
CMCC’s inside audit.  
 
The article has 5 chapters. 
Chapter I   
To Bring out Question 
It briefly introduces research background and meaning of inside audit in present 
capital market environment, and reveals research methods and thought train.  
Chapter II   















It introduces relevant theory of inside audit, which including definition, function 
and work flow, relationship of inside audit and inside control, and introduces its 
developing trend and present status both in domestic and oversea environment.    
Chapter III   
Present Status Analysis of CMCC’s Inside Audit 
It introduces present status of CMCC, and introduces present status of CMCC’s 
inside audit in detail, which including its running management risk, function of 
control and problems, then brings people to think over how to solve the problems.  
Chapter IV   
New Idea and Solution of CMCC’s Inside Audit 
It introduces the author’s new idea and method to improve CMCC’s inside audit, 
which including setting up the inside audit system according to work requirement, 
improving present inside control evaluation system, paying more attention to earlier 
procedure, establishing a high-level audit team.  
Chapter V 
Conclusion 
It summarizes the purpose of the article, that is to make inside audit to be an 
important tool to serve for running management and to push the corporation to 
develop steadily and efficiently with new running practice.  
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第七次定义: 1999 年 6 月，国际内部审计师协会理事会通过了内部审计的
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